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PSD Assessment policy 

 

Why do we assess in PSD and what does the PSHE Association say about 

assessment? 

▪ “Pupils need opportunities to reflect on their learning and its implications for 

their lives. 

▪ Teachers need to know that learning has taken place, be able to 

demonstrate progress and identify future learning needs.  

▪ Assessment increases pupils’ motivation and improves learning, as their raised 

awareness of their progress illustrates the value of this learning.  

▪ Assessment allows the leadership team, parents, governors and school 

inspectors to see PSHE education’s impact on pupils and whole school 

outcomes, such as Ofsted judgements on personal development, 

safeguarding, spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) development and 

the promotion of fundamental British values. Without assessment, all a school 

can do is describe its PSHE provision, not show its impact. 

▪ The DfE also states in the statutory guidance for Relationships, Sex and Health 

education that “schools should have the same high expectations of the 

quality of pupils’ work in these subjects as for other curriculum areas” — 

therefore assessment for and of learning should be central to any PSHE 

education provision.” 

PSHE Association (2020). Programme of Study for PSHE Education Key Stages 1-5. 

Available at: PSHE Association Programme of Study for PSHE Education (Key stages 

1–5), Jan 2020_1.pdf (pshe-association.org.uk) (Accessed: 30/07/2021) 

 

In this policy, the ‘teacher’ refers to the PSD class teacher who is responsible for their 

own class. 

Pink - PSD Half-Termly Reflection Sheet 

(Referred to 3 times during the half term) 

At the start of each half term pupils are to be given a pink ‘PSD Half- Termly 

Reflection Sheet’. 

The ‘PSD Half-Termly Reflection Sheet’ is to be stuck flat into pupils’ books and 

indicates that a new topic has started. 

At the beginning of each topic pupils will write what they already know about the 

topic in the ‘Baseline’ box. Pupils will also write the date when they completed this. 

This information will then be used by the teacher to inform them on the class’ prior 

knowledge and the support and challenge required by pupils for this half term. 

https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/system/files/PSHE%20Association%20Programme%20of%20Study%20for%20PSHE%20Education%20%28Key%20stages%201%E2%80%935%29%2C%20Jan%202020_1.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/system/files/PSHE%20Association%20Programme%20of%20Study%20for%20PSHE%20Education%20%28Key%20stages%201%E2%80%935%29%2C%20Jan%202020_1.pdf
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On the 3rd lesson of the half term, pupils are to complete the ‘Mid-point review’ box 

in green pen. Pupils will also write the date when they completed this to show what 

they have learnt since completing the ‘Baseline’ box.  Pupils will also tick the 

relevant box for behaviour, effort and presentation in green pen. 

 

At this point, teachers will then mark pupils’ books (please follow the PSD Literacy 

and Marking policy) and tick the behaviour, effort and presentation boxes in pink 

pen to see if the pupil’s reflection and the teacher’s feedback correlates.  
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On the last lesson of each half term, pupils will then complete the ‘End-point review’ 

box in green pen. Pupils will also write the date when they completed this to show 

what they have learnt since completing the ‘Mid-point review’ box.  Pupils will also 

tick the relevant box for behaviour, effort and presentation in green pen. 

 

At this point, the teacher will then mark pupils’ books (please follow the PSD Literacy 

and Marking policy) and tick the behaviour, effort and presentation boxes in pink 

pen to see if the pupil’s reflection and the teacher’s feedback correlates.  
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Teachers will then log behaviour, effort and presentation onto the BromCom PSD 

tracker. The reason for this, is that teachers will be required to give a grade and 

description of Behaviour for Learning during data capture for PSD. By logging this 

data onto a tracker, it will support teachers in inputting accurate data at these key 

points.  
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Yellow – KS3 and KS4 PSD Skills Progress Sheet 

(Used once at the end of each half term) 

On the last lesson of the half-term, pupils are to be given a yellow ‘PSD Skills Progress 

Sheet’. If pupils are in Year 7 – 9 they will complete the KS3 PSD Skills Progress Sheet. If 

pupils are in Year 10 – 11 they will complete the KS4 PSD Skills Progress Sheet. 

The ‘PSD Skills Progress Sheet’ is to be stuck flat in pupils’ books and indicates that the 

topic has been completed. 

Using green pen, pupils will tick whether they think they have shown each of the 

Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills at a Pass, Merit or Distinction grade. 
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Using green pen, pupils will then circle the relevant smiley face to show how 

confident they feel about this skill. 

 

Using green pen, pupils will then give a specific example of where they have shown 

this skill in their PSD lessons that half term. 
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The teacher will then highlight in pink whether they think they have worked at a Pass, 

Merit or Distinction grade for each Personal, Learning and Thinking Skill. 

 

 

 

The teacher will then give an overall grade for that topic based on a best fits all. For 

example, if a pupil has achieved 3 Merits, 2 Passes and 1 Distinction for the skills for 

that topic; overall the grade would be a Merit. 
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The teacher will then give 1 clear target based on one of the skills. This is to be 

written in pink pen. This target then needs to be the focus for that pupil for the next 

half term.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teachers will then log the Pass, Merit or Distinction grade, behaviour, effort and 

presentation onto the BromCom PSD tracker. The reason for this, is that teachers will 

be required to give a grade and description of Behaviour for Learning during data 

capture for PSD. By logging this data onto a tracker, it will support teachers in 

inputting accurate data at these key points.  

 

A positive comment was written here as the pupil 

ticked ‘Pass’ for’ Effective participator’ whereas the 

teacher thought that the pupil was working at a 

‘Merit’. Here the teacher has explained why. 

If the pupil/pupils are consistently off with their self-

assessment, then the teacher may have to work with 

specific pupils 1-1 or go through the categories as a 

class to ensure that this self-assessment task is 

accurate. 


